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This paper propounds a short proof of a result previously proved by F. Knight 
and P. A. Meyer (1976, Z. Warsch. Verw. Gebiete 34 129-134). Let X be a random 
variable in Iw” with the following property: for any matrix (; 2) in GL(n + I) (where 
a is a (n, n) matrix) there exist CI in GL(n) and r5’ in [w” so that (aX + b)/(eX+ d) 
and (aX+/3) have the same distribution. Then X is necessarily Cauchy dis- 
tributed. ‘i 1 1987 Academic Press. Inc. 
The standard Cauchy distribution y in the Euclidean space [w” is 
y(dx)=T((n+ 1)/2) v(~+‘)‘~ [l + //.x//‘]~(~+‘)‘~ d.x,...dx,. Knight and 
Meyer have established in [3] a characterization of y extending previous 
work for 12 = 1 by Knight [2]. The aim of this paper is to give an elemen- 
tary proof of the result of [3], using only uniqueness of Haar measure on 
compact groups and avoiding Lie groups theory. The authors would like to 
thank Professor Albert Raugi for suggesting the present approach. 
To describe the result, let us recall that an affinity of IR” is a map 
f: 58” + R” so that there exist h in W” and a linear automorphism 
a: [w” + [w” so that S(x) = a(x) + b (thus a is associated to an element of 
CL(n), the group of (n, n) regular real matrices). For any probability 
measure p on [w” and any measurable mapf from [w” to [w”, we will denote 
byf. p the probability measure on W defined by (f. p)(. ) = .~(f~ ‘(. )). The 
measure f. p will be called the image of p by J Let us note that this 
definition remains valid iffis only p-almost everywhere defined on W. For 
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any probability measure ~1 on R”, the type of p is the set of images of p by 
all affinities; for instance, if X is a random variable in R” with distribution 
y, the Cuuchy type is the set of distributions of aX+ b, where u is in GL(n) 
and b in R”, i.e., aX+ b is “Cauchy distributed.” 
A well-known property of the Cauchy distribution in [w is that if a, b, c, d 
are real numbers such that ad- be # 0, then (ax+ b)/(cX+ d) is Cauchy 
distributed when X is. To extend this to R” let us take (a, 6, c, d) in 
M, x 52” x (EP)’ x R, where M,l is the set of (n, n) matrices and (UP)’ is the 
set of linear forms on R”, so that the (n + 1, n + 1) matrix 
aIn b, 
an, ‘.’ nn a 6, 
c, d 
is in GL(n + I). Then random vector 
aX+b a,,x, + . ..+a.,,X,,+b, an1 Xl + . ..+unnX.,+bn -= 
cX+d c,x, + . . . + c,, X,, + d “‘.’ c,X,+..*+c,X,+d 1 
is Cauchy distributed in R” when X= (X, ,..., X,) is. Note that the 
denominator cX + d is not zero with probability one, since X has a density. 
Here is the characterization of Knight and Meyer: 
THEOREM. Let p be a probability on R” so that for any d in R and an) 
linear form c with (c, d) # (0,O) p( { x:cx+d=O})=O. Then/lisofCauchv 
type if and only if for an-v [p $1 in GL(n + 1) the image of p b-v 
x-+ (ax+ b)/(cx+d) is of the type of p. 
Proof: As observed by Knight and Meyer, the suitable framework is the 
projective real space P,, which is the quotient of lR”+ ‘\ (0) by the 
equivalence relation defined by x-y if and only if there exists I in R\ (0) 
so that x = 2~. Let us define the canonical embedding i: R” -+ P, as 
follows: i(x,,..., x,) is the unique equivalence class containing (x,,..., .Y,,, l), 
and we identify R” and i(W’). Accordingly, R” will be considered a subset 
of IF’,,. Therefore a probability p on R” is a probability on P, such that 
p(H,) = 0, where H, = P,\ W will be called the hyperplane at infinity. If g 
is in GL(n + l), clearly x-y implies g(x) -g(y), and 2 denotes the 
corresponding map from P’, to P,,. The image of GL(n + 1) by g-+g is 
called the group of projectivities of P,. According to our previously 
described notation, if g = [f 1;] is in GL(n + 1) and if c = 0, g will be called 
an affinity of P,. 
Thus another statement of the theorem is the equivalence between the 
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two following properties of a probability measure p on P, such that 
p(W)= 1. 
(i ) ,U is of Cauchy type 
(ii) for any g in GL(n + 1 ), the image measure S. p belongs to the 
type of ,u, and (2. p)(W) = 1. 
Actually (i) or (ii) do imply the hypothesis ,u( { x: cx + d = 0) ) = 0; that is 
clear for (i). To see this for (ii), consider a linear form c on IR” and d a 
number such that (c, d) # (0,O). Then c, x, + . . . + c,x, + dx, + , = 0 defines 
a hyperplane H,.., in P,. Now there is some projectivity S such that 
g(HC,rl)=Ho.,=H,. Hence, if (ii) holds, O=(g.p)(H,)=p(g-‘(H,))= 
AH<.cd 
Proof of (i)*(ii). O(n) denotes the subgroup of GL(n) of orthogonal 
matrices, S, the unit sphere of the Euclidean space R”+ ‘, and c the 
uniform distribution on S,, i.e., the unique probability measure invariant 
by O(n + 1). The canonical mapping m from R”+ ‘\ (0) to P,, maps 
S,,\{-‘s: -x?l+ I = 0) onto R”, which has been identified to m( R” x ( 1 >), and 
the image m.a of a by m is merely the standard Cauchy distribution y. If 
k~O(n+ l), k.a=a, hence k”.y=y. 
T(n + 1) will denote the subgroup of GL(n + 1) of regular upper 
triangular matrices (thus t in T(n + 1) implies that 7 is an affinity of P,). 
Then a well-known decomposition is GL(n + 1) = T(n + 1). O(n + 1). 
Since p satisfies (i), there exists an affmity ii of P, such that p = 6. y. 
Taking any g in GL(n + l), there exist t in T(n + 1) and k in O(n + 1) such 
that gii = i& and g. p = IE. y = 1. y is of Cauchy type. 
To prove the converse, we need a lemma. 
hIMA. Given a probability measure 1~ on R”, let K, be the subgroup of 
GL(n + 1) of g so that g. p = p and ( det g 1 = 1. If p( H) = 0 for any projec- 
tive hyperplane of P,, K, is compact. 
Proof. Consider a sequence (g,) in K,. There are k, and h, in O(n + 1) 
and a diagonal matrix d, in GL(n + 1) with strictly positive entries on the 
diagonal O<a,(p)da,(p)<... <a,+,(p), so that g,=k,d,h,. Clearly 
al(p)x... xa,+, (p)= 1. If db=(l/a,+,(p))d, and gb=k,dbh,, then 
86 = g,. The compactness of C = O(n + 1) x [0, 11” x O(n + 1) implies that 
there is a sequence (P,) of integers such that limi, +m Pi = + co and (k, 
a,,..., a,, h) = h, +an (kp,, al(pi)la,+ ItPi),..., ~,(pJla,+ l(~j), hp,) exists in 
C. Introduce d as the (n + 1, n + 1) diagonal matrix with diagonal 
(a, ,...> a,, 1) and g = k d h. The matrix g is not zero but I det gl = 
alx”.xan could be zero. If it is, the kernel N={x~lW’+‘:g(x)=O} is 
suchthatO<dimN<n+l,andgisdefinedonP,\HwhereH=m(N)isa 
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linear projective manifold different from [Fo,,. Since p(H) = 0, 2. p makes 
sense. Now g,; + 2 p-almost everywhere, thus /A = S,, . ,U converges tightly to 
2.~ and g+p=p. If @lx 9.. x a,, were zero, g([Fp,) would be contained in 
some projective hyperplane J, in contradiction with the hypothesis 
p(J) = 0. Consequently 
lim ul(Pi) ’ . . . x 4I(Pi) an + I(Pi) = a 
Can, I(P, ’ 
1 
. . . a > o 
II * I- t’c 
lim a,@,) exists in (0, + co) for j = l,..., n + 1. 
i- +rxl, 
Thus 
lim gp, I - + ,oz exists in K,, 
and the lemma is proved 
Proof of (ii) + (i). We consider ,u satisfying (ii). From the lemma, K, 
is a compact subgroup of GL(n + 1). Thus K, preserves at least one 
strictly definite positive quadratic form on lR”+‘(see, e.g., 
[ 1, Proposition 1, p. 70]), i.e., there exists necessarily h in GL(n + 1) such 
that K, is a subgroup of h ’ . O(n + 1). h. Hence v = h”. p satisfies (ii) and is 
of the type of p. Furthermore, we note that K,, c O(n + 1). We will show 
that v=y. 
Let O,(n) denote the subgroup of O(n + 1) of matrices g= [;; 71, where 
u is in O(n). We will now prove that 
O(n+l)=O,(n).K, (1) 
Let us take k in O(n + 1) and an affinity & of P, such that k’. v = 6. v. It is 
possible to choose a in GL(n + 1) such that 1 deta 1 = 1. Hence a- ‘k E K,, c 
O(n + 1) and a is in O(n + 1). Since Cs is an affinity, necessarily either a or 
(-a) is in O,(n) and (1) is proved. 
Consider x = (0,O ,..., 0, 1) in KY+‘. Reversing (l), one gets 
S,=O(n+l)~x=K;O,(n)~x=K;x, since O,(n)..u=x. Therefore, K,, 
acts transitively on S,, and R, acts transitively on $,, which becomes a 
homogeneous space with respect to the compact group R, = {d: g E K,}. 
Since both y and v are probability measures on P,, invariant by R,, then 
v = y. Indeed let dk be the normalized Haar measure on R, and f any con- 
tinuous function on P,, then a(f) = i&-(k”- ‘x) dk” does not depend on x. 
From the invariance of v, Fubini’s theorem and v(p,) = 1, it follows that 
Jp,f(x) v(dx) =JP,f(Eplx) v(dx) =sp. v(dx) J~~ff(k”-‘x) dk= a(f). In the 
same way, JP,f(x) y(dx) = a(f) and v = y from Radon-Riesz theorem. This 
completes the proof. 
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